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ABSTRACT
Information sharing is a basic requirement in Collaborative
Working Environment (CWE), yet privacy of the owner of
shared information needs special attention. Personal infor-
mation and shared information coexist in enterprise-based
users, teams, and their activities. Distributed and dynamic
collaborations in CWE are a challenge for privacy preserva-
tion due to lack of trust among users and thus require an
intelligent sharing control policy. Our system intelligently
monitors and analysis status of collaborating users, plans
sharing control activities according to changing collabora-
tive relationships, user interactions, and context conditions
which help in dynamic adaptation of sharing control policy.
We present an intelligent sharing control architecture, its
implementation, and discussion using Web services and an
intelligent context sharing messenger application.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous

General Terms
Human Factors

Keywords
Information privacy, collaborative systems, sharing control
policy, intelligent adaptation.

1. INTRODUCTION
In collaborative networks [3], collaborations are mostly

distributed and dynamic where collaborative relationships
among users (for example, colleague in an enterprise, mem-
bers in a team, working on common activity) and their con-
text change frequently. This dynamic environment requires
intelligent adaptation of collaborative relationships among
users and their sharing control policies at runtime. Our
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system intelligently monitors changing context and collabo-
rative relationships, creates collaboration logs, analysis in-
telligently whether sharing control policy for personal and
shared context needs adaptation to reflect changes in collab-
orative relationships. In addition, distributed and dynamic
users do not have trust relationships, so privacy of their
personal information being shared is an issue. We arrange
context in different hierarchy levels and owner-defined intel-
ligent sharing policy is used to effectively share context and
preserve the user’s privacy. Context information related to
users, their environment, and their activities is shared with
other users to achieve their mutual goals [6]. This context
may include information which user perceives as her per-
sonal information, for example, her location, resources etc.
To allow an owner to control her personal information two
types of context are managed in this system; personal con-
text, for example, user’s location and her personal resources
and activities, and shared context, for example, current ac-
tivities in a team, activity status and details. Personal con-
text is managed by user (who is owner of context) and shared
context is managed by the team leader who collects it from
users that are performing activities. Context in our system
is arranged in different hierarchy levels to share different
level of context with user having different collaborative re-
lationships.

Our system uses two types of sharing control policies,
enterprise-defined policy and owner-defined policy. Enterprise-
based sharing control policy is based on roles assigned to
users by enterprise whereas owner-defined policy is defined
and can be adapted either by owner of context manually or
intelligently by her system. Intelligent sharing control mech-
anism is able to detect changes in collaborative relationships
of owner with other users and performs dynamic adaptation
in owner-defined sharing control policy, for example, access
control feedback provided in [9]. Manual changes are needed
only when the owner of context wants to change her sharing
control policy with one or more existing or new users. We
describe the intelligent sharing control architecture of our
system and explain working of its components. Our intelli-
gent sharing control system is implemented in Java and uses
a messenger application in which users can pose queries for
sharing context using Web service calls. Intelligent adapta-
tion mechanism periodically monitors, analysis, and adapts
collaborative relationships and owner-defined policy, and an
owner can share her context with others users in controlled
manner, only allowing others to access her context at a cer-
tain level of granularity. Our contributions include: intelli-
gent adaptation of sharing control policy at runtime, privacy



preservation of owner’s personal context and owner-defined
sharing control policy.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II describes collaboration-based intelligent sharing con-
trol. Section III gives the intelligent sharing control and
dynamic adaptation. Section IV shows the intelligent shar-
ing control architecture. Section V contains implementation
and discussion. Section VI gives the background and related
work. Section VII contains acknowledgements and Section
VIII concludes the paper and highlights future work.

2. COLLABORATION-BASED INTELLIGENT
SHARING CONTROL

In this section, we describe a scenario related to collaboration-
based intelligent sharing control. Our scenario is based on
Collaborative Working Environment (CWE), for example,
[1]. This is a distributed and dynamic environment where
enterprises collaborate and create virtual teams of experts
and select members based on their skills and expertise. A
user being member of one or more teams performs activities
assigned by team leader from a local or remote site. Users
and their resources can be distributed over long distances
connected via the Internet using Web services. Users as well
as teams are dynamic which means that a user can join or
leave a team at any time. Teams are also overlapping, a
user can be part of more than one teams at a time. Users
need to share context information related to other users as
well as activities and teams to fulfill their ongoing activi-
ties in a dynamic collaborative environment. For this rea-
son, context is stored in user’s personal site as well as team
leader’s site. Context is divided into personal and shared
context. Personal context is stored at each user’s device
whereas shared context is stored at user’s device as well as
team leader’s device. This is because shared context consists
of two types: first which is related to activities currently be-
ing performed by users, and second which is related to past
activities is stored at team leader’s device. Two types of
services are used to access these contexts which are personal
services and shared services. Sharing control policy at user’s
site and team leader’s site is used to control the sharing of
personal and shared context. Two types of sharing control
policies are used: first is called user-defined policy is used to
control the sharing of personal context, and second is called
enterprise-defined policy which is used to control the sharing
of shared context related to team and their activities.

Figure 1(a) shows an example of our scenario. Enterprises
E1 and E2 create two teams T1 and T2. Teams T1 and T2
are controlled by a team leaders TL1 and TL2 respectively.
User U1 is member of team T1, U2 is member of team T2
whereas user U3 is member of both teams T1 and T2 at a
time (resulting in overlapping teams). Each user’s system
consists of a user, activities assigned to user, context store
of the user, sharing control policy for user’s personal con-
text and shared context, and Web services which are used
by other users to make a context sharing request. Activities
of the team are assigned to each team member by their team
leaders. User U1 and U3 are involved in a mutual activity
A1 of the team T1 while user U2 and U3 are members of
team T2 but do not share an activity of their team. Each
user’s context store contains her personal context (for exam-
ple, location, devices) as well as shared context (for example,
assigned activities, activity status). Context is managed at
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Figure 1: Dynamic collaborations and intelligent
sharing control



different levels in context stores to share it with different
collaborating partners (for example, three levels for location
context are room number, street address, and city). Every
user can send a request to other user for context sharing.
Policy at each user system describes rules and constraints
for sharing context with other users. Policy describes which
context at what level can be shared with whom in certain
context conditions.

Context sharing in our system is based on collaborative re-
lationships among users and is depicted by different colored
arrows for each type of relationship in Figure 1(a). For ex-
ample, context at highest level of granularity can be shared
with users who are working in a mutual activity (green ar-
row showing highest level of context sharing among users
U1 and U3 involved in mutual activity A1 ), at a smaller
level with the users in different activities but same team
(users U2 and U3 are involved in different activities but
same team T2 shown by grey arrow), and even less sharing
with users working in different activities as well as different
teams (user U1 and U2 are involved in different activities
as well as different teams are shown by red arrow, TL1 and
TL2 are team leaders of different teams shown by blue ar-
row, and relationship in TL1 and U1 shown in black arrow
as they are in same team but different enterprises). Addi-
tionally, as it is a dynamic environment, changes can hap-
pen in user’s context as well as their activity, role, or team
assignments. An intelligent system automatically monitors
and analysis the changes and update sharing control policy.
Figure 1(b) shows the changed scenario when activity A1 is
finished and a new activity A4 is assigned to user U1 by
team leader TL1. Also user U3 is asked by team leader TL2
to help user U2 in activity A2. Now user U3 has both ac-
tivities related to team T2, so she leaves team T1. Team
T1 and T2 are no more overlapping and all relationships of
user U3 are now changed except one with team leader TL2.
Due to the changes in activity assignments collaborations
are changed which result in change of sharing levels among
users (changed sharing level shown by green arrow among
user U2 and U3, red arrow among users U1 and U3, and
light blue among TL1 and U3 as shown in Figure 1(b)).

3. INTELLIGENT SHARING CONTROL AND
DYNAMIC ADAPTATION

Sharing control is used to control sharing of information
among collaborating users. In contrast to the term access
control which tries to control access of a subject to an ob-
ject, sharing control emphasizes the requirement to include
relationships among users and history of their collaborations
for controlling information sharing.

Collaborative relationships exist among users as described
in our scenario above, for example, users are colleague in an
enterprise or they are members of same team or involved in
a mutual activity. Having any one or more of these relation-
ships users can share context at certain level. What level
of context should be allowed to a certain user depends on
her relationship and collaboration history with other user.
In addition, user’s role in enterprise and current context
conditions are used as constraints to determine the level of
context sharing. For dynamic adaptation of collaborative
relationships and policies our system intelligently uses pro-
vided knowledge and autonomic cycle of monitoring, analy-
sis, plan, and execution of runtime adaptation as shown in

Monitor Execute

PlanAnalyze

Knowledge
[collaborative
relationship,
entities, policies

etc]

Symptoms

Change
request

Change
plan

Collaborations Adaptation

Figure 2: Dynamic collaboration and adaptation,
adapted from [2]

Figure 2.
On one hand our system determines level of context shar-

ing using collaborative relationships, on the other hand sys-
tem intelligently monitors and dynamically adapt owner-
defined sharing control policy based on updated relation-
ships. Our system uses two types of sharing control policies:
enterprise-defined role-based policy and owner-defined rule
based policy. Owner is not allowed to change the enterprise-
defined policy which is rather static and is based on roles of
users in enterprise. Owner-defined policy can be changed by
the owner whenever she wants to give special sharing per-
mission to a collaborating user, activity members or team,
to a specific level of context detail. An example of owner-
defined policy is described in Listing 1.

This example shows the sharing control policy defined by
an owner of context, for example, user U2 shown in Figure
1. The policy describes that a user of team T2 can access
activity A2 service of user U2 as long as activity A2 is not
finished. In addition it says that users who are collaborating
in same activity A2 (Mu for Mutual) will get service at level
L1 while others members of team T2 (NMu for Non-Mutual)
will get service details at level L2. Level L1 describes the
lowest level of detail while level L2 describes a higher level
of granularity. In the same manner policy can be described
for all entities and at any level of detail with positive (+) as
well as negative (-) sharing rules. Our system intelligently
monitors collaboration changes and logs any changes in the
files.

Interactions among users performing their activities within
and across teams and enterprises are captured. Similarly
collaborative relationships among users and their activity
progress are monitored. In this way, data collected from all
users is filtered and aggregated to generate interaction de-
tails at different entity levels of our complex scenario. For
example, for privacy preservation of a user’s personal con-
text, her owner-defined sharing control rules are adapted
based on change in the user’s relationships with other users,
their current context, and current interactions. At a higher
level, aggregated monitored data helps in determining level
of information sharing by a single user, or level of collected



<OwnerRules>
<Rule>

<Action="+">
<Subject>

<Predicate>
<Op>eq</Op>
<EntityName> team </EntityName>
<EntityFunc> name </EntityFunc>
<EntityValue>T2</EntityValue>

</Predicate>
</Subject>
<Object> activity A2 service </Object>
<Condition>

<Predicate>
<Op>eq</Op>
<EntityName> activity </EntityName>
<EntityFunc> name </EntityFunc>
<EntityValue>A2</EntityValue>

</Predicate>
<Exp>AND</Exp>
<Predicate>

<Op>neq</Op>
<EntityName> activity </EntityName>
<EntityFunc> status </EntityFunc>
<EntityValue> finished </EntityValue>

</Predicate>
</Condition>
<AccessLevel>

<Predicate>
<Op>eq<Op>
<EntityName> Collaboration </EntityName>
<EntityValue> Mu </EntityValue>

</Predicate>
<Level> L1 </Level>
<Predicate>

<Op>eq<Op>
<EntityName> Collaboration </EntityName>
<EntityValue> NMu </EntityValue>

</Predicate>
<Level> L2 </Level>

</AccessLevel>
</Action>

</Rule>
</OwnerRules>

Listing 1: Example of Owner-defined sharing control
policy

information sharing within an activity, team, or enterprise.
By analyzing this information hidden sharing relations be-
come visible and it can be seen which users, teams, or en-
terprises are not effectively sharing required level of context
with their collaborating partners. Planning step uses poli-
cies specified by the enterprise to achieve defined goals. An-
alyzed data helps in planning phase to take necessary action
for sharing required level of context information to achieve
desired goals. For example, necessary changes can be sug-
gested to administrator of enterprise-defined policy for shar-
ing context at certain level. These results can also be used
by the team leader to find users who are sharing their activ-
ity and team related context with others at a lower or higher
level of detail than required which can result in inefficiency
or violation of privacy requirements defined by enterprise.

4. INTELLIGENT SHARING CONTROL AR-
CHITECTURE

Our Sharing Control architecture is shown in the Figure
3. The user system represents a user, her devices, services,
context and policies. Team leader represents the team and
contains information about team members, activities, re-
sources, and context related to team activities and resources.
The enterprise system represents an enterprise which creates

teams and provides users, resources, and policies to them.
We describe components of our sharing control architecture
and their interconnections in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 3: Intelligent Sharing Control Architecture

4.1 Intelligent adaptation
Intelligent adaptation is core part of the architecture which

intelligently monitors, analyze, plan, and adapt sharing pol-
icy based on current context conditions, collaborative re-
lationships, and history of previous sharing. Whenever a
change is detected in status of any one of the entities in
our system, this component takes action and updates the
sharing control policy, for example, owner-defined sharing
control policy updated in our scenario from Figure 1(a) to
Figure 1(b) represented by different colors of arrows. This
component can detect sharing agreement violations (for ex-
ample, collaborating user is not providing agreed context),
and also upon detecting a major change in collaborative re-
lationship with a user, it can cancel or at least deactivate
sharing control rule with the user and send an information
message to the owner of system.

4.2 Priority and conflict handling
Priority and conflict handling component resolves any con-

flicts occurring in sharing control policy. If two rules are
conflicting for a sharing control decision, for example, one
rule says users of team T1 cannot get access to personal
context services, and other rule says that users involved in
activity A1 can get access to personal context. In this case,
priority handling component decides in favor of smaller en-
tity rules, for example, activity scope is smaller than team,
so sharing is allowed. In addition, if entities are of same
scope then negative sharing rule gets priority over positive
sharing rule.

4.3 Sharing control policy
Our sharing control policy is based on enterprise-defined

role-based sharing control policy and owner-defined sharing
control policy. Enterprise defines policy based on roles as-
signed to its employees. This policy is rather static because
roles in enterprise are of static nature. Roles of employees in



an enterprise do not change for long time. As our scenario
is dynamic sharing control where status of any entity in the
system including users can change at any time, so we require
a dynamic policy in presence of enterprise-defined rules. To
allow a user (who is owner of her personal context) to con-
trol her sharing control policy we define owner-defined pol-
icy rules. Owner-defined policy overrides enterprise-defined
policy as far as the personal context sharing is concerned.
An owner can interact with her own policy and can adapt
it whenever required. For shared context which is related
to team and its activities, enterprise-defined sharing control
policy is used.

4.4 Context Manager
This component provides context information to the pol-

icy management component. Context data can be collected
from sensors and also from the manual input. Context is
provided by context servers from different sensors in the en-
vironment. Activity related context is also provided by man-
ual entry by individuals involved in the activity. Context is
arranged into different hierarchies so that it can be shared
with users having different collaborative relationships and is
saved into context store. Context serves multiple purposes
in our system. Context is used to share context information
with collaborating partners and is also used to evaluate con-
text sharing requests using context constraints. Following
types of context features are used in our intelligent sharing
control system.

• Personal context include user and her environment re-
lated features. For example, user’s location, resources
etc.

• Shared context consists of activity and team related
features, for example, current activities, activity sta-
tus, scheduled activities, calendar of activities.

• Collaborative relationships, for example, collaborating
users in an activity, team, or enterprise, collaboration
level.

• History of collaboration related features, for example,
sharing history, number of accesses, type of sharing.

Users requesting for context cannot be allowed to access
all context information related to that particular service. A
context owner may require that users having specific role
should be allowed to access more information than others.
This system uses hierarchies for context information by stor-
ing all context information at three levels L1, L2 and L3.
Level L1 describes the most detailed information and L3
describes least detailed information.

4.5 Context Sharing: Query and Subscribe
An individual can use Query and subscribe to access con-

text information from other collaborating users. Query can
be directly sent to some known online user by calling its
related Web service. An individual can subscribe for cer-
tain type of context during a mutual activity with the other
member of her team. If the requester is allowed to ac-
cess requested context service, requested system asks con-
text servers for requester’s current context required by the
context constraints in owner-defined policy. After validation
of constraints, the level of access for the requester is deter-
mined as described in the sharing control policy depending

on requester’s collaborative relationship with the requested
user.

5. IMPLEMENTATION AND DISCUSSION
Our sharing control system has been implemented us-

ing Web services in Java. Enterprise-defined policy and
owner-defined policy are described in XML. Context store
is a database which contains different types of personal and
shared context in the form of hierarchies of three levels. Web
services are used for communication among users. A user
can call a required Web service provided by other users to
send a context sharing request. The requested system can
automatically check for authorizations and respond to the
requested system.

We created messenger application to test our sharing con-
trol policy. It contains list of buddies who can share each
other’s context by using services provided by online members
of their community. Whenever a sharing request is made,
the requester and the requested system make an entry in
their interaction log files which contains history of their col-
laboration, relationship types etc. After certain interval of
time user’s system automatically monitors changes in collab-
oration and relationships and performs dynamic adaptation
of owner-defined context sharing policy for the users whose
collaborative relationship status with the owner of monitor-
ing system is changed. User is also allowed to add or delete
new sharing control rules manually if she wants to share con-
text with certain user or group of users at a certain level of
granularity. In a similar manner, a team leader can mon-
itor sharing among team members belonging to similar or
different enterprises and can adapt sharing control policy at
a higher level, for example, enterprise-defined sharing con-
trol policy instead of user-defined sharing control policy. In
this way our sharing control system exhibits its control over
the sharing of personal as well as shared information in a
collaborative environment by intelligently using knowledge
of entities in the system, their collaborative relationships,
context sharing interaction, and sharing control policies.

6. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Context represents information about users, their envi-

ronment and activities which is useful when it is managed
in a form such that collaborating users can get knowledge
about shared activities. This context information can be
shared among collaborating users in networked enterprises
[3][13]. Sharing of information is a challenging task which in-
volved many problems and risks about the data being shared
[17]. Our focus is privacy of personal context and privacy
of team related shared context in dynamic collaborative en-
vironments [7]. Our idea of sharing control includes control
of information being shared as well as sharing of control
among enterprise and user. Whereas access control, for ex-
ample Role-based Access Control (RBAC) [15], only includes
control of information being accessed. The requirements of
access control in collaborative environments are described in
[16] and a survey is presented in [18]. Due to the dynamic
nature of such collaborative systems, the status of entities,
and their context in such an environment changes frequently
which results in their collaborative relationships with other
entities. Our system tries to handle such changes using intel-
ligent monitoring and analysis of the collaborative environ-
ment, for example, the feedback for access control decisions



presented in [9]. Additionally, like autonomic systems [11],
our system plans required changes in the collaborative rela-
tionships and related sharing policies which are dynamically
adapted at runtime. Some other systems like [10] and [19]
perform dynamic adaptation of policies but are not based
on autonomic principles.

We use hybrid sharing control policy which consists of
enterprise-defined sharing control policy and owner-defined
sharing control policy. Enterprise-defined policy is based on
RBAC [15] while owner-defined policy is rule-based which
includes context conditions as constraints for sharing con-
trol rules. RBAC model can assign many permissions to
many role, many roles to many users, so it is a very efficient
model for access rights management at large scale. Yet it
does not fulfil the requirements of dynamic collaborative sys-
tems like [1] because it is a type-based access control using
roles which lacks access control at an individual level. We
make use of context in our system for sharing context as
well as for restricting the sharing of context using context
constraints while RBAC model [15] does not make use of
context for these purposes. Some other systems which made
use of context in RBAC include [4] and [14]. Hybrid pol-
icy used in our system may result in policy conflicts which
are handled by defining priorities for different entities and
different types of rules. Strategies for rule conflict handling
are described in [8] and [5]. Our system [12] describes a
conflict handling mechanism for dynamic collaborative en-
vironments using collaborative relationships and priorities
of all entities in the environment.
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8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper intelligent sharing control is described for

distributed collaborating users. The architecture of our sys-
tem is described which uses intelligent monitoring, analysis
and adaptation to share context among collaborating users
at a certain level of granularity and preserves user’s pri-
vacy requirements. Collaborative relationships and collabo-
rative interaction is monitored to dynamically analyze rela-
tionships and interactions and adapt owner-defined sharing
control policy if required. Context of different types is used
to share information of user and their environment among
collaborating partners and it is also used to control shar-
ing of context using context constraints. Our future work
includes the use of semantic techniques for context manage-
ment, service discovery, and context sharing.
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